
ROG strix helios
ROG Strix Helios is a gaming case with three-panels of smoked 

tempered glass and  refined brushed-aluminum construction, 

compatible addressable lighting and Aura Sync technology. It 

provides great compatibility plus up to EATX gaming motherboard, 

420mm front and 360mm top radiators, vertical GPUs design for 

showcase, also with ergonomic fabric carry handles for instant 

transport safety.

FEATURES

Effortless Cable Management
The adjustable multi-function cover can be adjusted to fit both ATX and EATX motherboard. Featuring 

a GPU braces cleverly hide cabling while providing effective support for heavy graphics cards. There is 

also screw holes on the cover for mounting either the ROG Aura Terminal or SSD mounting.

Impressive I/O panel
The top panel supports multiple front USB combinations, up to 4x USB 3.1 GEN1 and 1x USB 3.1 Gen 

2 Type-C™. I/O covers are included to cover up the ports not to be used. There is also buttons to 

switch between the various fan speed and addressable RGB control modes supported.

Horizontal or vertical GPUs
The case design offers flexible multi-GPU mounting. Strix Helios allows up to three graphics cards to 

be fitted horizontally, or two in vertical orientation for showcase your build.

Ready for water-cooling
With room for an up to EATX gaming motherboard and space reserved for 420mm front and 360mm 

top radiators, also reserve space to install water cooling reservoir and pump. Strix Helios is fit for 

serious water-cooling setups.

Strong and comfortable carry handles
It’s ergonomic design, easy and safe to transport Strix Helios to LAN parties or gaming events with the 

integrated fabric carry handles, rigorously tested to support up to 110 pounds (50 kg).



Fully addressable RGB lighting, 
compliant to the Aura Sync ecosystem

eaturing 0.8mm-thick interior steel and brushed aluminum 

paneling ups the aesthetics ante, along with an 

Aura Sync-compliant RGB Addressable ROG logo at the 

front.

Unique Multi-function Covers Design

A adjustable smart multi-function cover to suit both ATX and 

EATX motherboard. While it helps to hide the cable and 

holes for a neat presentation, there is also dedicated space 

to mount the ROG Terminal. There is additional GPU holder 

that secures the graphics cards in place like a pair of 

chopstick for the enhanced security of heavy graphics cards 

during transportation.

Show Off Your Graphics Cards

The additional stand up PCIe slots and the exclusive GPU 

bracket enables you to show off up to two graphics cards in 

the vertical position.

*Riser cables sold separately

Watercooling Support

Compatible to up to 420mm front and 360mm top 

radiators, also a dedicated water pump bracket offers 

mounting options directly above the PSU shroud.
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Tempered Glass Latch Open Door Design

Featuring 3x 4mm-thick smoked tempered-glass on both 

sides and the front. Toolless assembly with quick release 

latch button together with bottom mount bracket design to 

assure safety.

Removable and Easy to Clean Filter

Easy-to-clean dust filters at the front, top, and the base with 

front access for convenience access and superior 

protection. Removing the filters is quick and easy for fast 

cleaning and maintenance.

Translucent Cable Management Cover 

A translucent cable cover at the right side of chassis, it 

covers hides the messy cable while showing off the 

stunning lighting effects of RGB SSDs, also makes a great 

alternative space for installing the ROG Aura Terminal.

PSU Shroud with Cutout Design

Unique ROG Cybertext Pattern & two-pieces design of PSU 

shroud allows for removable first shroud for additional 

clearance to mount thicker radiator. There is special cut-out 

to suit the latest OLED-integrated PSUs such as ROG Thor.
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Product Name ROG Strix Helios

Motherboard Compatibility EATX (up to 12” x 10.9”), ATX, Micro-ATX, Mini-ITX

Dimensions (W x H x D) 250mm (W) x 591mm (H) x 565 (D)

Weight 18 kg

Material Aluminum, Steel, Tempered Glass, ABS Plastic

I/O Port

1 x USB 3.1 Gen 2  Type-C™

4 x USB 3.1 Gen 1

1 x Headphone

1 x Microphone

LED Lighting Control & Fan Speed Control Buttons

3.5”/2.5” Drive Bays 2

2.5” Drive Bays 4 (up to 9)

Expansion Slots

8 x Horizontal PCI-E

2 x Vertical PCI-E

*Fitted Bracket for Two Vertical GPUs

Maximum GPU Length 450 mm

Maximum CPU Cooler Height 190 mm

Maximum PSU Length 220 mm

Radiator Compatibility

Front: 120, 140, 240, 280, 360, 420 mm

Top: 120, 140, 240, 280, 360 mm

Rear: 120, 140 mm

Cooling Support

Front: 3 x 140 / 3 x 120 mm (Radiator + Fan thickness: max. 90mm)

Top: 2 x 140 mm / 3 x 120 mm (Radiator + Fan thckness: max 60mm)

Rear: 1 x 140 / 1 x 120 mm

Pre-installed Fans
Front: 3 x 140 mm

Rear: 1 x 140 mm

Removable Dust Filters

Front: Slide-out

Top: Slide-out

Bottom: Slide-out

Cable Routing Max. 33mm

Specification

Cont. Carton/Pallet Pallet/Cont. Carton/Pallet

20’ 110 pcs 11 pallet 10 pcs

40’ 220 pcs 22 pallet 10 pcs

40’ HQ 264 pcs 22 pallet 12 pcs

*Product specifications might vary by country or region.
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